Abstract. In control theory, the usual notion of causality--that, at all times, a system's output (action) only depends on its past and present inputs (observations)--presupposes that all inputs and outputs can be ordered, a priori, in time. In reality, many distributed systems (those subject to deadlock, for instance), are not sequential in this sense.
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This example illustrates two key differences between sequential and nonsequential systems, namely: i) that the order in which a nonsequential system's actions occur may explicitly depend on the system's uncontrolled inputs and the actions taken, and ii) that when two or more of a nonsequential system's actions are interdependent, no "causal" ordering of the actions is possible. Due to i), deadlock-free designs that exploit a system's nonsequentiality can outperform those that do not (see [2] , Appendix A). This should not be surprising; unlike sequential systems, the dependencies among a nonsequential system's actions can change dynamically. Due to ii), the problem of identifying these "good" designs is difficult to formulate as a well-defined stochastic control problem. In particular, a design that deadlocks need not possess an expected reward, 2 and when it does, it may be mathematically optimal despite the fact that it is "not causal." This raises the question: Under what conditions is it possible to pose well-defined nonsequential stochastic control problems?
In a previous paper [2] (part I), we addressed this question by defining a nonsequential system to be "causal" when, independent of its design, it is deadlock-free. We then identified a property of a potentially nonsequential generic stochastic control problem's information structure (property CI) that is necessary and sufficient to ensure deadlock-freeness, and sufficient to ensure that all of the problem's designs possess expected rewards. This result subsumes Witsenhausen's design-independent causality condition (property C, in [9] , [11] ) and provides a framework for the recursive optimization of unconstrained nonsequential stochastic control problems [1] .
In the present paper (part II) we explore the relationship between deadlockfreeness and the properties of individual designs. Our work is motivated by the fact that when the observations available to a nonsequential system's decision-making agents (e.g., the detectors) are specified independently, the resulting information structure need not be causal in the C or CI sense, although many admissible designs may be deadlock-free. This presents systems designers with a dilemma. If the existence of noncausal designs is ignored, formal optimization may not be possible. On the other hand, if the agents' information is constrained to ensure design-independent causality--by forcing sequentiality, for instance--the designer may limit the system's possible performance.
An obvious alternative to either "fix" is to identify necessary and sufficient conditions for individual designs to be causal. Once again, Witsenhausen's intrinsic model [9] , [11] provides the framework for our work. Within this framework, we identify design-dependent analogues of the causality properties C and CI. Specifically, we introduce properties of a design's information partition (properties C* and CI*) that are necessary and sutficient to ensure that the design is deadlock-free, and sufficient to ensure that it possesses an expected reward. Moreover, we show by example that there exist deadlock-free designs that cannot be associated with any deadlock-free information structure.
The first result provides an intuitive, design-dependent characterization of the cause/effect notion of causality, and suggests a framework for the optimization of constrained nonsequential stochastic control problems. The second implies that for N > 2 agents, this characterization is finer than existing design-independent characterizations, including properties C and CI. Because our conditions are based on what a nonsequential system's decision-making agents may know as opposed to what they may do, they are substantially different than those derived using event sequence-based representations such as finite-state automata [7] , or Petri nets [8] .
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In 2 we briefly review the structure of Witsenhausen's intrinsic model and our generic stochastic control problem. In 3 we introduce the design-dependent analogues of the deadlock-freeness, well-posedness, and causality properties in [2] and [9] , [11] , and relate a design's possession of these properties to its deadlock-freeness and possession of an expected reward. In 4 we examine the relationship between the design-independent and dependent properties, and establish, by example, that the design-dependent properties are finer. Section 5 contains our conclusions.
2. Problem formulation. The generic stochastic control problem considered in this paper is identical to that in [2] (part I). As before, the problem is posed within the framework of Witsenhausen's intrinsic model [9] , [11] . This model, which is interpreted in [2] , has three components. 3.1. Deadlock-freeness, solvability, and solvability-measurability: properties DF*, S* and SM* The identification of the design-dependent analogues of the deadlock-freeness property DF [2] , and the well-posedness properties S (solvability [9] ) and SM (solvability-measurability [9] When a design 7 possesses property DF*, it is deadlock-free in the sense that, given w, u 1() can be determined; given w and u(), u 2() can be determined; and so on.
To ensure well-posedness, it suffices to require that each 7 F possess properties S* and SM* (cf. [9, 4] These observations suggest that for fixed 7 F, a design-dependent analogue to property C might be constructed by substituting for and G for x U in C (cf. [9, 5] or [11, 2] 
does not provide information to agent s concerning its action or the actions of its successors, in addition to ensuring that a design possesses an expected reward, property C* also implies deadlock-freeness. Proof. See Appendix B. [3 The proof of (i) follows from Lemma 1 and the fact that property C* implies property c*. Part (ii) is an immediate consequence of C*'s definition. (3.12) fl [ 
when s := (s, s.,...,Sy) (co, u).
As in property C*, for fixed y F, the in property CI* is a function that maps every outcome in G into an N-agent ordering. Unlike property C*, however, this is not constrained to be measurable in any sense. Instead, for all outcomes (w, u) G , the cylinder set (3.13) [PT: (3.19) and (3.20) are nearly identical to (3.6) and (3.7) of [2] , because the domain of is G v (as opposed to ftx U), the arguments following (3.7) in [2] (LN(W, r) ), where r G V is an arbitrary "seed" The preceding recursion has the same physical interpretation as the recursion in [2] . If 2-c {(ft, B), (Ui,bli),Jil,:o 2 <_ <_ 3}, 7 In this case it is somewhat easier to check property CI* and then apply Theorem 4. Clearly, the preceding heuristic can be used to synthesize far more complicated information structures that fail to possess property S, but nonetheless admit nontrivial designs possessing property C*. For instance, noncausal and causal 2-agent information structures can be combined, when parameterized by two additional agents' decisions, to form a 4-agent information structure that fails to possess property S but admits nontrivial designs possessing property C*; similarly, this 4-agent information structure and a second 4-agent information structure can be combined, when parameterized by three additional agents' decisions, to form a 7-agent information structure that fails to possess property S but admits nontrivial designs possessing property C*; and so on. It follows that there exist a myriad of designs whose deadlock-freeness and closed-loop solvability can not be characterized using any design-independent property. 5. Conclusions. In this paper we have introduced conditions (properties C* and CI*) necessary and sufficient to ensure the deadlock-freeness (property DF*) and measurable closed-loop solvability (property SM*) of a nonsequential design 7 represented within the framework of Witsenhausen's intrinsic model. We have also shown, by example, that there exist nontrivial, deadlock-free designs that cannot be associated with any deadlock-free information structure.
Our conditions, which are the design-dependent analogues of conditions in [2] and [9] (properties CI and C), provide an intuitive characterization of the cause/effect notion of causality in terms of the events that a system's decision-making agents can distinguish, and suggest a framework for the optimization of constrained nonsequential stochastic control problems.
The existence of deadlock-free designs that cannot be associated with any deadlockfree information structure is not surprising. Many network routing, flow, and concurrency control systems are seen to be deadlock-free under some designs and deadlockprone under others. In fact, unless the specification of a nonsequential system's agents' information subfields is coordinated (in practice physical constraints, complexity and/or cost may preclude such coordination) it is unlikely that the system's information structure will possess any design-independent property. Moreover, as illustrated by Example 5, the deadlock-freeness and closed-loop solvability of the admissible designs for such systems may hinge on the control laws of a small fraction of the agents. The only difference between the designs and of Example 5, for instance, is that 's decision is the binary complement of /'s decision. Nonetheless, although does not possess any design-dependent property, , possesses all of the known design-dependent properties. Simply put, the inappropriate use of information by a single agent can give rise to deadlocks.
One final note. In [9, p. 159] it is remarked that the "physical interpretation" of information structures possessing property SM, but not property C, "appears difficult" (the difficulty being the host of paradoxes that arise when effects precede their causes). It follows that co and c, or least one of the slth through sth components of u and , must differ. But 7)(co, u) Ps(c,g), a contradiction. Accordingly, the fact holds.
[q FACT 2. Property C* implies property c*.
Proof of Fact 2. Fix -y F and suppose that b is an order function such that -y possesses property C*. Because property C* ensures that Po(G) ft, it suffices to show that is also an order function such that /possesses property c*.
The restriction of (3.11) 
Restricting both sides of (D. Proof of Theorem 4. Fix 7 E F and suppose that is an order function such that possesses property CI*. Since property CI* ensures that 7)0(G) f, it suffices to show that is also an order function such that 7 possesses property C*wi.e., that for all k 1, 2,... ,N, the fact that (3.12) holds for all (w, u) E G with order function implies that (3.11) holds for all s Sk with order function . 
